
You'll be completing a short experiment and writing a report to go with it. You can get help from a classmate
while running the experiment, but just as an extra set of hands. No one should be helping you with the
math part.

Gather the supplies you'll need:

a clear, disposable, empty, plastic bottle

a ruler

a watch, phone, or other time-keeping device OR a video-recording device

a sink, basin, or other container

a nail, pin, awl, or other hole-poking tool

Carefully poke a hole in the bottle about 3cm from the bottom. Seriously, be careful here. You might try
using something sharp, like a pin or a nail, to start the hole, then widen it with a pencil. I used an awl,
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because I have one. You want the final hole to have a diameter of 3-7mm. Don't worry about being super-
precise.

Hold a ruler next to your bottle, or tape a ruler to your bottle if you need both of your hands free. You want to
be able to measure the water level, so put the "zero" end of the ruler at the bottom.

Cover the hole and fill the bottle with water. If your bottle has a tapered top (like the one pictured here), only
fill it up in the cylindrical section (i.e. before it starts to narrow).
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You can cover the hole with your finger, or you might try a piece of tape (if you use tape, fold the end on
itself so it's easier to remove).

If you're recording video (easier, I think), start recording. If you're just using a watch or other timing device,
wait for a "good" time, like a whole minute, for a starting point.

Uncover the hole, letting the water in the bottle flow out into a sink or another container. Don't make a mess;
nobody wants a mess.

If you're using a watch, use the ruler to record the water level every 5 or 10 seconds or so. Pick an easy
time to keep track of. Record measurements until the flow of water stops.

If you're recording a video, let the water finish flowing out, then stop the video. Play the video back, noting
the height of the water every 5 or 10 seconds or so.
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You now have a table of values: time (independent variable) and height measurements (dependent
variable). If you didn't get good data (you lost track of time, the video didn't work, etc.), perform the
experiment again. It doesn't take long.

Using Desmos, create a scatter plot for your measurements.a. 

Find an equation in Vertex Form to fit the data as best you can.b. 

Identify the key points on the graph.c. 

How should the equation you found be restricted? i.e. what kinds of values are not allowed for 

and ?

d. 

Write the equation you found in Standard Form and Vertex Form.e. 
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